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End Times Signs newsletter April 2020 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Government declares that Coronavirus is with us for at least a period of two years ! 
See later article on new Abortion  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
WATCH, LISTEN AND PRAY! Get to your watchtower and PRAY IN YOUR 
PRAYING, seek God about what is going on and study End Times prophecy. “When 
these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because your 
redemption is drawing near."  (Luke 21:28NIV) 
 

 
IN THIS ISSUE 
 

 2 More about Coronavirus –The Government’s authorised version! 

 

 9 Human or inhuman – the moral maze reducing the world’s population  

 
11 The Global Elite  - coming to a place near you! And soon….. 

 
14 The deception and the lie – The Government’s narrative account 

 
 15 Prophetic Word – Walking on water! 
 
“The poet T. S. Eliot famously said that humankind cannot bear very much 
reality.  What he meant by this has provoked endless discussion, but it is surely true 
that one of the realities men and women try and deny is death. And one suspects 
that another – especially in modern society – is recognition and acknowledgment of 

 

YOU NEED EYES IN THE BACK OF YOUR HEAD! 

Be awake! WHAT’S GOING ON? ONE WORLD 

AND GLOBALIST DECEPTION. IS THE UK 

GOVERNMENT UNDER OUTSIDE CONTROL? 

The Lord is coming soon! Hallejuah! 
“Coronavirus” - The ‘Dry Run’ for the New World Order & Toilet Rolls  
(A powerful prophetic warning from Hazel-Ann Luke Douglas) Put on your 
tin helmet before watching this! 
 
https://m.facebook.com/hazelann.lukedouglas?refid=52&__tn__=C-R 
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the reality of God.  Whose inconvenient truths interfere with the more immediate and 
pressing satisfaction of ‘unholy’ desire”.  (VfJUK 21st March 2020) 
 

 
 

 

It feels like an eternity ago, but the world only became aware of the 
coronavirus in December even though China’s president did not admit the 
existence of the virus until January 2020. Taiwan warned the World Health 
Organisation in December 2019 about this pathogen but they refused to 
believe it and to take action……..China has controlled the information relating to 
the virus from the beginning and even now no-one knows the facts about infections, 
deaths and future infections in the country (read more later) 
 

There are some very troubling questions to be answered about this 

pandemic. On a simple question about the virus and its makeup, lethality 

and vulnerability to treatment, two things emerge from our news 

bulletins. Firstly, why do NHS Staff have to wear bio-safety gowns, 

masks, goggles and gloves if this is not a bioweapon? Secondly why 

must all rooms, wards etc be chemically treated and deep cleaned with 

toxic sprays if this is not a virulent bioweapon? Reminds me of the ‘Dads 

Army’ theme song “Who do you think you are kidding Mr Hitler!”  

In my March newsletter “SIGNS OF THE TIMES” I provided a lot of information and 

evidence of the origins and nature of this pathogen. Having said that, since the 

outbreak became known and the whistle was blown by Dr Li Wenliang, scientists 

around the world and bio-tech labs and Virologists have been working on trying to 

understand the make-up of the pathogen. Scientists say that they have replicated the 

DNA of the pathogen, but there is still much that is not understood. Here are some of 

the big outstanding questions that are yet to be answered. The following is taken 

from an on-line article by James Gallagher, Health and Science correspondent of the 

BBC posted on 29th March 2020 

1.How many people have been infected?  
It is one of the most basic questions, but also one of the most crucial. There have 
been hundreds of thousands of confirmed cases around the world, but this is only a 
fraction of the total number of infections. And the figures are further confused by an 
unknown number of asymptomatic cases - people who have the virus but don't feel 
ill. 
Developing an antibody test will allow researchers to see whether anyone has had 
the virus. Only then will we understand how far or how easily the coronavirus is 
spreading. 
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2. How deadly it really is. 
Until we know how many cases there have been, it is impossible to be certain of the 
death rate. At the moment the estimate is that around 1% of people infected with 
the virus die. But if there are large numbers of asymptomatic patients, the death 
rate could be lower as a proportion. 
 
The Novel Coronavirus, COVID-19, is cutting a broad and deep swath though 
epidemiological history with uncertain impact on the viability of many families, 
communities, institutions, economies, and even countries starting with the most 
heavily populated nation on earth. Many fates are hanging in the balance, not the 
least of which is that of the communist government that has ruled China since the 
Maoist Revolution brought it to power in 1949. 
 
The new strain of Coronavirus has added novel genetic features to the same 
family of pathogens that brought the world the SARS crisis in 2002-3 and, a 
decade later, the less lethal MERS outbreak. This Novel Coronavirus strain, 
COVID-19, is showing itself to be much more contagious and lethal than was SARS 
and MERS. (ZeroHedge – Tyler Durden 5th March 2020) 
 
3.The full range of symptoms.  
The main symptoms of coronavirus are a fever and a dry cough - these are the ones 
you should be on the look-out for. A sore throat, headache and diarrhoea have also 
been reported in some cases and there is mounting speculation that a loss of sense 
of smell may affect some. 
But the most important question is whether mild, cold-like symptoms, such as a 
runny nose or sneezing, are present in some patients. 
Studies have suggested this is a possibility and that people could potentially be 
infectious without knowing they are carrying the virus. 
 
4. The role children play in spreading it. 
Children can definitely catch coronavirus. However, they mostly develop mild 
symptoms and there are relatively few deaths among children compared with other 
age groups. 
Children are normally super-spreaders of disease, partly because they mix with lots 
of people (often in the playground), but with this virus, it is not clear to what extent 
they help spread it. 
 
5. Where exactly it came from. 
The virus emerged in Wuhan, China, at the end of 2019, where there was a cluster 
of cases at an animal market. The work on developing 
The coronavirus, officially called Sars-CoV-2, is closely related to viruses that infect 
bats, however it is thought the virus was passed from bats to a mystery animal 
species that then passed it on to people. 
That "missing link" remains unknown and could be a source of further infections. 
 
Before going down himself in the line of duty, Dr. Li faced a harsh reprimand 
from representatives of the Chinese Communist Party. Dr. Li was accused of 
spreading rumours and illegally threatening the social order with his tweets and 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-51674743
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-51674743
https://ahtribune.com/component/tags/tag/669-coronavirus.html
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posts and personal interventions. Nevertheless, Dr. Li was soon vindicated in 
calling attention to the coming plague. 

It did not take long before the appalling force of the illness demonstrated that Dr. Li 
was anything but a wayward conspiracy theorist. Instead, the evidence proved him 
right even as it proved his powerful detractors were both wrong and negligent in the 
face of a genuine menace. (ZeroHedge – Tyler Durden 5th March 2020) 

1. Dr Peng Zou PhD, one of China's top virology and immunology experts was and 
still works at China's top-rated biohazard lab, the Wuhan Institute of Virology, 
which some have affectionately called the real Umbrella Corp. 

2. Since 2009, Peng has been the leading Chinese scientist researching the immune 
mechanism of bats carrying and transmitting lethal viruses in the world. 

3. His primary field of study is researching how and why bats can be infected with 
some of the most nightmarish viruses in the world including Ebola, SARS and 
Coronavirus, and not get sick. 

4. He was genetically engineering various immune pathways (such as the STING 
pathway in bats) to make the bats more or less susceptible to infection, in the 
process potentially creating a highly resistant mutant superbug. 

5. As part of his studies, Peng also researched mutant Coronavirus strains that 
overcame the natural immunity of some bats; these are "superbug" Coronavirus 
strains, which are not resistant to any natural immune pathway, and now 
appear to be out in the wild. 

6. As of mid-November, his lab was actively hiring inexperienced post-docs to help 
conduct his research into super-Coronaviruses and bat infections. 

7. Peng's work on virology and bat immunology has received support from the 
National "You Qing" Fund, the pilot project of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, and the major project of the Ministry of Science and Technology. 
 
6. Whether there will be fewer cases in summer. 
Colds and flu are more common in the winter months than in the summer, but it is 
not yet known whether the warmer weather will alter the spread of the virus. 
The UK government's scientific advisers have warned it is unclear whether there will 
be a seasonal effect. If there is one, they think it is likely to be smaller than that for 
colds and flu. 
If there is a major dip in coronavirus over the summer, there is a danger that cases 
will spike in winter, when hospitals are also having to deal with an influx of patients 
with the usual winter bugs. 
 
7. Why some people get much more severe symptoms. 
Covid-19 is a mild infection for most. However around 20% go on to develop more 
severe disease, but why? 
The state of a person's immune system seems to be part of the issue, and there may 
be some genetic factor too. Understanding this could lead to ways of preventing 
people from needing intensive care. 
 
8. How long immunity lasts, and whether you can get it twice. 
There has been much speculation but little evidence on how durable any immunity to 
the virus is. Patients must have built up an immune response, if they successfully 
fight off the virus. But as the disease has been around for only a few months there is 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/real-umbrella-corp-wuhan-ultra-biohazard-lab-was-studying-worlds-most-dangerous-pathogens
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323347216_Dampened_STING-Dependent_Interferon_Activation_in_Bats
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323347216_Dampened_STING-Dependent_Interferon_Activation_in_Bats
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a lack of long-term data. Rumours of patients being infected twice may be down to 
tests incorrectly saying they were free of the virus. 
The question of immunity is vital for understanding what will happen in the long term. 
 
9. Whether the virus will mutate. 
Viruses mutate all the time, but most alterations to their genetic code do not make a 
significant difference. 
As a general rule, you expect viruses to evolve to be less deadly in the long run, but 
this is not guaranteed. 
The concern is that if the virus mutates, then the immune system no longer 
recognises it and a specific vaccine no longer works (as happens with flu). 
 
 

 
 

Unredacted trending on 30th March 2020 reported that The World Health 
Organisation have prevented Taiwan from having a seat at the international table 
because of China’s ongoing beef with them. That is leading to dire consequences. 
Taiwanese health officials alerted WHO about the Coronavirus’ transmission 
between humans back in December but the organisation failed to alert other 
countries. Instead, they Tweeted that Chinese officials had found no evidence of 
human-to-human transmission. 
 
Preliminary investigations conducted by the Chinese authorities have found no clear 
evidence of human-to-human transmission of the novel #coronavirus (2019-nCoV) . 
In another embarrassing moment, WHO senior advisor Bruce Alyward refused to 
answer a question about Taiwan during an interview. He instead faked having a poor 
connection before hanging up the call. 
 
It is an embarrassing scene. @WHO Director General, Bruce Aylward, hangs up in 
an interview with RTHK when he is asked about reconsidering Taiwan’s 
membership. Ironically, despite being so close to China, Taiwan manages to keep 
the #coronavirus infection and fatality rate low. 
 

Critics have charged that WHO has acted as an arm of the Chinese Communist 
Party. Brett Schaefer, a Senior Research Fellow in International Regulatory Affairs, 

https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152
https://twitter.com/hashtag/coronavirus?src=hash
https://twitter.com/WHO
https://twitter.com/hashtag/coronavirus?src=hash
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152/photo/1
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said China has “a well-established record of suppressing information that it considers 
harmful,” 
“Thus, it is hardly surprising that it failed to be transparent and truthful in reporting 
details on COVID-19 to WHO and the international community. In fact, this is not the 
first time this has happened,” he said. “In 2003, China concealed and denied an 
infectious disease outbreak – later called SARS – for months. 
“Given this history, the willingness of the WHO to take China’s statements at face 
value is shocking. WHO leadership is too susceptible to political pressure in its 
decisions on declaring a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC), 
and this needs to be addressed.” 
Critics have accused WHO of whitewashing Chinese misconduct when the virus was 
initially discovered. Several doctors were punished for speaking out about the new 
virus, one of them eventually died after contracting it. 
If this pandemic doesn’t give our leaders enough of a reason to rethink WHO’s 
funding – nothing will. 
 

Concluding thoughts on this ‘pestilence’ 
The Bible is quite clear on this: 

a) God allows it to bring His people to forgiveness and build His 

Kingdom (2 Chronicles 7:13-14) 
b) It is a Sign of the End Times and the soon return of Jesus for His 

Church (Matthew 24:7; Luke 21:11) 
c) God promises to protect and deliver us from this deadly 

pestilence (Psalm 91:3) 
d) Man will not defeat it only God can and for Him to do so requires 

us to pray, repent and seek His face…….We must be praying His 
promises and claiming them for ourselves and our families. I 

don’t believe that we should be praying against the Coronavirus 
as that would not fulfil a) above. 

 
 
Comparative Table of Coronavirus deaths & infections in Europe 
 

Accurate figures of infection are not available because of a lack of testing therefore 
trying to extrapolate statistics from these will not help. As at 2/4/20 (Worldometer) 

 ITALY CHINA UK ISRAEL USA 

Population 60,550,075 1,439,323,776 67,530,172 8,972,000 328,239,520 

Cases 105,792 81,554 29,474 5,591 189,661 

Deaths 12,428 3,312 2,352 21 4,095 

Recovered 15,729 76,238 135 226 7,267 
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e) Note that the figures for those ‘recovered’ only refer to people who have 
attended hospital and been discharged. In stark contrast to South Korea, 
the UK is only testing those who have shown up in hospital with 
symptoms. 

f) No-one else who has been exposed to the virus is included. That means 
all who shrugged it off without symptoms or had symptoms at home and 
recovered after a few days do not make the UK, or the Italian, figures. An 
epidemiologist on the BBC on Monday admitted the total number of cases 
in the UK would be well into the tens, even hundreds, of thousands, 
because so many cases are not being recorded. 

g) In the UK, it isn’t even possible for a key NHS worker to know if they 
actually have the virus. They are not allowed to be tested. They have to go 
home and self-isolate for seven days regardless. 

Excess winter deaths 

 How many people do you think die in the UK every day in ‘normal 
circumstances’? 

 The figures from the Office of National Statistics show there were 
541,589 deaths in England and Wales in 2018. That’s just over ten 
thousand a week and just under 1500 per day. 

 Furthermore, ONS reveals what it calls ‘excess winter deaths’. These 
occur between December and March. In winter 2018-19 they stood at 
23,200. The previous year, 2017-18, there were 47,410 excess winter 
deaths in England and Wales. 

 Respiratory diseases were the biggest single cause (circa 45%), with 
pneumonia leading. They were followed by circulatory diseases (20%+) 
and then by dementia and Alzheimer’s disease (19%+).  And yet, 
somehow, even with 47,410 excess deaths, around 1900 per day, the 
NHS coped in 2017-18. There was no field ward set up in a leisure 
centre. 

Coronavirus here ‘since January’? 

Meanwhile, an Oxford University study claims coronavirus could already have 
infected half the British population. It might have been spreading in the UK since 
January, says Dr Sunetra Gupta. Modelling by Oxford’s Evolutionary Ecology of 
Infectious Disease group suggests Covid-19 first reached the UK by mid-January. 

Dr Gupta is Professor of theoretical epidemiology at Oxford. If the learned professor 
is right, the true size of the outbreak is likely to be closer to the 400,000 mark. It is 
very possible that half the population has already been exposed to Covid-19. 

Widespread testing is needed to assess the theory, said Dr Gupta. ‘We need 
immediately to begin large-scale serological surveys – antibody testing – to assess 
what stage of the epidemic we are in now,’ she said. 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/bulletins/excesswintermortalityinenglandandwales/2018to2019provisionaland2017to2018final
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According to Peter Hitchens in The Daily Mail ‘The Oxford university research offers 
a contrasting view on the disease to the study that is informing government policy. It 
was carried out by experts at Imperial College London. His main arguments are:- 

 Is the closedown of the country the right answer to the coronavirus? I’ll be 
accused of undermining the NHS and threatening public health and all kinds of 
other conformist rubbish. But I ask you to join me, because if we have this 
wrong, we have a great deal to lose. Apparently the Government and 
Opposition had originally agreed that there would not even be a vote on these 
measures? Even Vladimir Putin might hesitate before doing anything so blatant. 
If there is no serious rebellion against this plan in the Commons, then I think we 
can commemorate tomorrow, March 23, 2020, as the day Parliament died. Yet, 
as far as I can see, the population cares more about running out of lavatory 
paper. Praise must go to David Davis and Chris Bryant, two MPs who have 
bravely challenged this measure. 

 It may also be the day our economy perished. The incessant coverage of health 
scares and supermarket panics has obscured the dire news coming each hour 
from the stock markets and the money exchanges. The wealth that should pay 
our pensions is shrivelling as share values fade and fall. The pound sterling has 
lost a huge part of its value. Governments all over the world are resorting to 
risky, frantic measures.Much of this has been made far worse by the general 
shutdown of the planet on the pretext of the coronavirus scare. However bad 
this virus is (and I will come to that), the feverish panic on the world’s trading 
floors is at least as bad. 

 How long before we need passes to go out in the streets, as in any other 
banana republic? As for the grotesque, bullying powers to be created on 
Monday, I can only tell you that you will hate them like poison by the time they 
are imposed on you. 

 All the crudest weapons of despotism, the curfew, the presumption of guilt and 
the power of arbitrary arrest, are taking shape in the midst of what used to be a 
free country. And we, who like to boast of how calm we are in a crisis, seem to 
despise our ancient hard-bought freedom and actually want to rush into the 
warm, firm arms of Big Brother. 

 Imagine, police officers forcing you to be screened for a disease, and locking 
you up for 48 hours if you object. Is this China or Britain? Think how this power 
could be used against, literally, anybody. 

 The Bill also gives Ministers the authority to ban mass gatherings. It will enable 
police and public health workers to place restrictions on a person’s ‘movements 
and travel’, ‘activities’ and ‘contact with others’. 

 Many court cases will now take place via video-link, and if a coroner suspects 
someone has died of coronavirus there will be no inquest. They say this is 
temporary. They always do. 

 The Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) tells me that the number of 
flu cases and deaths due to flu-related complications in England alone 
averages 17,000 a year. The DHSC notes that many of those who die from 
these diseases have underlying health conditions, as do almost all the victims 
of coronavirus so far, here and elsewhere. As the experienced and 
knowledgeable doctor who writes under the pseudonym ‘MD’ in the Left-wing 
magazine Private Eye wrote at the start of the panic: ‘In the winter of 2017-18, 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8148529/Coronavirus-infected-half-British-population-say-Oxford-University-experts.html
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more than 50,000 excess deaths occurred in England and Wales, largely 
unnoticed.’ 

 About 1,600 people die every day in the UK for one reason or another. A similar 
figure applies in Italy and a much larger one in China. The coronavirus deaths, 
while distressing and shocking, are not so numerous as to require the civilised 
world to shut down transport and commerce, nor to surrender centuries-old 
liberties in an afternoon. 

 Epidemic disasters have been predicted many times before and have not been 
anything like as bad as feared. Recently unfulfilled scares like bird flu did not kill 
the predicted millions in 1997. In 1999 it was Mad Cow Disease and its human 
variant, vCJD, which was predicted to kill half a million. Fewer than 200 in fact 
died from it in the UK. The first Sars outbreak of 2003 was reported as having 
‘a 25 per cent chance of killing tens of millions’ and being ‘worse than Aids’. In 
2006, another bout of bird flu was declared ‘the first pandemic of the 21st 
Century’. 

 There were similar warnings in 2009, that swine flu could kill 65,000. It did not. 
The Council of Europe described the hyping of the 2009 pandemic as ‘one of 
the great medical scandals of the century’. Well, we shall no doubt see. 

Related Topics - Human or inhuman – the moral maze reducing 

the world’s population (particularly children) 

Right to Life UK non-Profit The Christian Institute 
 
Northern Ireland Framework on Abortion 
The Northern Ireland Secretary faces being dragged through the courts over the 
controversial abortion framework due to come into force ahead of 31st March. 
The threat of a legal challenge is outlined in a pre-action notice sent earlier this week 
by lawyers acting on behalf of Right To Life UK to Northern Ireland Secretary of 
State Brandon Lewis. The pre-action notice warns that the organisation will be taking 
legal action against the Government if the final abortion framework introduced to 
Northern Ireland goes further than the Government is legally required to introduce. 
The Government are legally required, by the Northern Ireland (Executive Formation 
etc) Act 2019, to introduce a limited abortion framework in the province ahead of 
31st March 2020. The Government has launched a consultation on a proposed 
abortion framework for Northern Ireland which goes far beyond the limited changes 
strictly necessary for the Government to comply with the Northern Ireland (Executive 
Formation etc) Act 2019.  

PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Right To Life Group 30th March 2020 

Dangerous DIY abortions introduced by UK Government without Parliamentary 
debate or scrutiny, group calls to revoke decision immediately 

The Government have announced the biggest change to abortion provision since 
1967, introducing telemedicine abortions where ‘DIY’ abortions will be performed at 

https://twitter.com/Gabriel_Pogrund/status/1244021210951843841
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home by women on themselves without a doctor or other medical professional 
present.  

This is despite the Secretary of State for Health and Social Care saying “there are no 
proposals to change abortion rules” earlier in the week and the Department of 
Health making it very clear that there were significant safety and safeguarding issues 
for women and young girls with the proposal. This very substantial change has been 
announced without any public consultation, parliamentary scrutiny or debate.   

New Zealand Abortion Law changed to remove all protections 
The Guardian reported on 19th March 2020 on the New Zealand Justice Minister, 
Andrew Little, speech to Parliament introducing a new abortion law in NZ. The 
Government’s claim is that this law brings NZ into the 21st Century! Wouldn’t you 
rather be in the Eternal State than the 21st Century on earth?! 

 Abortion will now be available on-demand, for any reason, up to birth 
 Sex-selective abortion will be legalised. 
 The current 20-week limit for disability-selective abortion will be scrapped and 

abortion will be available up to birth for disabilities including cleft lip, club foot 
and Down syndrome. (even the colour of a child’s eyes can be used as an 
excuse) 

 There will be no requirement that a doctor must be involved with providing an 
abortion. (a next-door neighbour will do?) 

 There will be no legal requirement that babies born alive after a ‘failed’ 
abortion are given medical support. (this means that a child can be left to 
die on the side without love or care from anyone) 

 There will be no legal requirement that pain relief be given to babies being 
aborted between 20 weeks and birth. (to make it so that a child can have 
pain relief, would acknowledging that it can feel pain, and that would 
never do, it would sear their consciences) 

 There will be no legal restrictions on controversial methods of abortion such 
as intact dilation and extraction abortions (also known as partial-birth 
abortions) 

 
Evil doesn’t sleep - Voice for Justice 30th March 2020 
It is with great sadness we have to announce that since our article Evil doesn’t 
sleep was written, the Government, under pressure from abortion providers Marie 
Stopes and BPAS, has announced that, for the duration of the COVID-19 crisis, 
women seeking an abortion will be able to speak to a doctor over the phone or 
online, and be able to take both sets of medical abortion pills at home 
(https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-government-relaxes-abortion-rules-during-
covid-19-crisis-11965811 ). 
  
The argument that apparently proved persuasive was that the enforced home 
isolation of couples, combined with restricted access to contraception, would result in 
soaring numbers of unplanned and unwanted pregnancies.   To alleviate anxiety and 
minimise pressure on the NHS, the Government therefore decided that for a period 
of two years, or until the coronavirus crisis is ended, women will be able to arrange 
for termination over the phone or online.  Updated guidance is expected shortly.  
  

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-03-24/debates/CCD4997B-275A-4A90-8DDF-7C26C5123885/Covid-19Update?highlight=abortion#contribution-9CBA9B0F-FAFE-4CA2-A879-6D8E4F449E8F
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2020-03-24/debates/CCD4997B-275A-4A90-8DDF-7C26C5123885/Covid-19Update?highlight=abortion#contribution-9CBA9B0F-FAFE-4CA2-A879-6D8E4F449E8F
https://bit.ly/3dyiMtn
https://vfjuk.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=748b2cc9dae1e2713467c199a&id=1c3c5a7a70&e=c1ec588e45
https://vfjuk.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=748b2cc9dae1e2713467c199a&id=1c3c5a7a70&e=c1ec588e45
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The move has predictably been applauded by abortion provider Marie Stopes 
(https://www.mariestopes.org.uk/news/marie-stopes-uk-comment-on-approval-of-
telemedicine/?fbclid=IwAR3068iELEm1FKaVNKSOxOqiZh9eVP4EEbzwR8qgKFoFz
ugINzx2G8UB1PM).  But VfJUK condemns the decision as irresponsible, displaying 
a cavalier and ill-thought-out attitude towards the unborn, who cannot, by definition, 
claim their right to life and defend themselves. 
 
In the last three months, abortion world-wide has accounted for over 9,000,000 
deaths – a staggering figure equal in size to the entire population of somewhere like 
Austria or Belarus. As of March 30, for the same period, there have been 
approaching 36,000 reported deaths from the coronavirus COVID-19.   Over the 
coming weeks and months, both numbers will undoubtedly rise.  
 
Concluding thoughts on these evil anti-Christ moves 
Are there not enough deaths already, without our adding to the numbers for no 
reason other than that people are apparently incapable of practising restraint?  
 

NEW WORLD ORDER – The Global Elite: charter & aims 
According to Wikipedia, the Georgia Guidestones are a granite monument erected 
in 1980 in Elbert County, Georgia, in the United States. A set of 10 guidelines is 
inscribed on the structure in eight modern languages and a shorter message is 
inscribed at the top of the structure in four ancient language scripts. 
The monument stands at an approximate elevation of 750 feet (230 m) above sea 
level, about 90 miles (140 km) east of Atlanta, 45 miles (72 km) from Athens, 
Georgia and 9 miles (14 km) north of the centre of the city of Elberton. 
One slab stands in the centre, with four arranged around it. A capstone lies on top of 
the five slabs, which are astronomically aligned. An additional stone tablet, which is 
set in the ground a short distance to the west of the structure, provides some notes 
on the history and purpose of the Guidestones. The structure is sometimes referred 
to as an "American Stonehenge".[1] The monument is 19 feet 3 inches (5.87 m) tall, 
made from six granite slabs weighing 237,746 pounds (107,840 kg) in all.[2] The 
anonymity of the Guidestones’ authors and their apparent advocacy of population 
control, eugenics, and internationalism have made them a target for controversy 
and conspiracy theory. 

In June 1979, a man using 
the pseudonym Robert C. Christian 
approached the Elberton Granite 
Finishing Company on behalf of "a 
small group of loyal Americans", and 
commissioned the structure. Christian 
explained that the stones would 
function as a compass, calendar, and 
clock, and should be capable of 
withstanding catastrophic events. Joe 
Fendley of Elberton Granite assumed 
that Christian was "a nut" and 
attempted to discourage him by giving 
a quote several times higher than any 

project the company had taken, explaining that the Guidestones would require 
additional tools and consultants. Christian accepted the quote. When arranging 

https://vfjuk.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=748b2cc9dae1e2713467c199a&id=66349c88a9&e=c1ec588e45
https://vfjuk.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=748b2cc9dae1e2713467c199a&id=66349c88a9&e=c1ec588e45
https://vfjuk.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=748b2cc9dae1e2713467c199a&id=66349c88a9&e=c1ec588e45
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_population_planning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_population_planning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugenics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internationalism_(politics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspiracy_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudonym
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payment, Christian explained that he represented a group which had been planning 
the Guidestones for 20 years, and which intended to remain anonymous.  
Christian delivered a scale model of the Guidestones and ten pages of 
specifications. The five-acre (2 ha) land was apparently purchased by Christian on 
October 1, 1979, from farm owner Wayne Mullinex. Mullinex and his children were 
given lifetime cattle grazing rights on the Guidestones site. The monument was 
unveiled on March 22, 1980, before an audience variously described as 100 or 400 
people. Christian later transferred ownership of the land and the Guidestones to 
Elbert County.  It is believed that R.C Christian was none other than Bill Gates, the 
former CEO of Microsoft and multi-billionaire. 
In 2008, the stones were defaced with polyurethane paint and graffiti with slogans 
such as "Death to the new world order". Wired magazine called the defacement "the 
first serious act of vandalism in the Guidestones’ history". In September 2014, an 
employee of the Elbert County maintenance department contacted the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation when the stones were vandalized with graffiti including the 
phrase "I Am Isis, goddess of love". 
Many people, particularly Christians believe that the group represented by R C 
Christian are non-other than the Global Elite, made up of wealthy politicians and 
businessmen, Freemasons, Literati, Humanists, New Agers and Atheists. The goals 
of the elite are carved on stones in eight languages; displaying their arrogant belief 
that they have the right, the power, and the authority to re-form the earth into their 
own image. The stones list 10 foundational guidelines or principles for the new world 
order (in 8 different languages … English, Spanish, Arabic, Russian, Swahili, Hindi, 
Hebrew, and Chinese). Here are the principals upon which the elite hope to build a 
new world: (These can be accessed online from a number of sites) 

1: Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature (the world 

right now has 7.8 BILLION people on the planet. What does it take, and how do they plan, to 

drop the population down to 500 MILLION … consider the massive percentage of the 

population that must disappear according to the plan of these elite humanists?   

2: Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity (this is to  control the 

birth rate and population numbers through abortion, selective gene splicing, genocide, 

eugenics, homosexual couplings and forced or environmentally caused sterility – How 

interesting that the Church is now signed up to this!) 

3: Unite humanity with a living new language (the rise of the internet…one language that 

links the whole world together, like the like the single language at the Tower of Babel, so that 

human power would become unlimited, fulfilling the Scripture – an End Times sign Daniel 

12:4)) 

4: Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason (the operative 

words are POWER and CONTROL that means control/dictate what is acceptable faith 

practices and religious dogma/beliefs … Here are the base ideas of the liberati who jettison 

the truth of God’s Word and follow feelings and their own ‘wisdom’) 

5: Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts (Means a One World 

Government making global laws comprised of humanist, progressive, standards … enforced 

and created by humanist jurists and legislators, because that is the only form that is 

enlightened governance for the masses. These laws are we see from the UN are anti-Semitic 

and based upon jealousy and hatred) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyurethane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wired_(magazine)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Bureau_of_Investigation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isis
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6: Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world 

court (Introducing the One World Government) 

7: Avoid petty laws and useless officials (Does this mean that Christian leaders and 

countries that are liberal democracies with some Judeo-Christian roots will be eliminated 

8: Balance personal rights with social duties (the ‘human rights’ of the individuals will 

control global society and it will be the social duty of all global citizens to comply with the 

rules of the global government … for the good of all!) 

9: Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the infinite. (code word for Greek 

and Roman hedonism and paganism … what is considered truth? … what actually is love? … 

what is considered the infinite with which we must harmonize?  The global government will 

determine and decree those things, and they will most certainly be aligned with the Dark 

Kingdom of satan.) 

10: Be not a cancer on the Earth – leave room for nature – leave room for nature. (In the 

assessment of the elite, all “unenlightened” human beings are undesired parasites on the 

earth [with the Jews and Christians being the worst parasites] … a cancer that causes 

mother earth great anguish and pain. Human beings, by global assessment, are to worship 

the creation, and not the Creator – something that Christians & Jews cannot do.) 

            

         

Comment upon One World Global Intentions 
“God’s justice and righteousness are the only governance and truth” 
 
During these past few weeks, when the pandemic became official, I have been 
asking the Lord to reveal to me His perspective on this crisis. It has been clear that 
the virus was created in a laboratory, funded by the global elite (i.e. the proponents 
and orchestrators of the planned single, global, government for the whole world … 
which we know will be led by the anti-Christ at some point). COVID-19 is a 
manufactured, weaponized, pathogen that was seeded into populations with an evil 
objective 
 
A prophetic word about Pestilence? 
A prophetic Word thought to be written by C S Lewis in 1942 which would suggest 
his book “The Screwtape Letters” although, as yet, I have found no confirmation of 
this. It did appear on the New Hope Ministries website but even if the provenance is 
in doubt it is still a very accurate and timely description of today in the UK. 
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Satan: “I will cause anxiety, fear, and panic. I will shut down business, schools, places of 
worship and sports events. I will cause economic turmoil.” 

Jesus: “I will bring together neighbours, restore the family unit. I will bring dinner back to 
the kitchen table. I will help people SLOW down their lives and appreciate what really 
matters. I will teach my children to rely on me and not the world. I will teach my children to 
TRUST me and not their money and material resources. 

 
THE DECEPTION AND THE LIE 
Project Fear (again) 
On 26th March 2020, Imperial College downgraded its doomsday scenario of 
250,000 Covid-19 deaths to 20,000 and said the NHS is within capacity to cope. Yet 
this good news, or repentance (!), has been hardly reported at all. The population 
has already been lulled into a false sense of insecurity. (source: Christian Voice) 
 
Grotesque, absurd and very dangerous.’ 
Dr Sucharit Bhakdi, an infectious medicine specialist, says that the new UK 
Government-announced lock-down is putting people’s lives at risk. Indeed, he says, 
the UK response is ‘Grotesque, absurd and very dangerous.’ The softly spoken 
Professor Bhakdi is one of the most highly cited medical research scientists in 
Germany. 

Big Government and Coronavirus 
In her online article posted on 18th march this year Katherine Timpf  a reporter 
for National Review Online argued that Governments have caused problems through 
limiting testing, preventing or stifling innovation and following modelling predictions 
that give rise to excessive restrictions. In the UK we have seen cracks open up in 
Government procurement of essential testing kit, ventilators and protective clothing 
despite assurances that everything is not only under control but is already with those 
who need it. On the financial side we have Banks placing obstacles in the way of 
small and medium size companies who are desperate for the help promised by the 
Chancellor. The panic caused by the pandemic has led also to many very ill people 
being denied hospital treatment, for others promised interventions and operations 
have been cancelled, and telephone intervention (not 999 or 111 but duty doctors) is 
being offered instead, leading to more tablets and medicine being prescribed by 
doctors who do not have the patients files,  simply to keep patients away from 
hospital. Such examples cast doubt on NHS claims of readiness for Coronavirus 
when there are plenty of bed spaces available for sick and chronically ill patients who 
are now being told to stay at home. 

 

https://www.nationalreview.com/author/katherine-timpf/
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13 “When I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or command locusts to 
devour the land or send a plague among my people, 14 if my people, who are called 
by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their 
wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and I will forgive their sin and will 
heal their land. 2 Chronicles 7:13-14 NIV 

Surely, he will save you from the fowler’s snare and from the deadly pestilence. 
Psalm 91:3 NIV 

7 Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be 
famines and earthquakes in various places. Matthew 24:7 NIV 

11 There will be great earthquakes, famines and pestilences in various places, and 
fearful events and great signs from heaven. Luke 21:11 NIV 

 

PROPHETIC WORD – Republished 20th March in Prophecy Today 

A prophetic word from David Noakes 

This week, we are re-publishing a historic prophetic word given by David 
Noakes, in view of its importance for the faithful remnant - and increasingly so 
in the midst of the coronavirus outbreak in Britain and elsewhere around the 
world. We submit it to you for your weighing and testing. 

'Walking on Water' 

A prophecy to leaders in the church 
"In the days which are to come, that part of the church which will survive and prevail as 

overcomers will be that part which has learned to walk upon the waters, trusting only in me. 
There will be such storms that it will no longer be possible, as it were, to cross the waters by 

the ordinary means of using a boat, for the storms will be such that any boat will founder. 
 

The ways of traditional church organisation will not be adequate for the needs, because 
they will be too rigid and inflexible to withstand the wind and the waves, and those who 
have put their trust in them for their security will be like those who find themselves in a 
boat which is overwhelmed and doomed to sink. 
 

In those days only those who have learned to walk upon the waters will walk in safety. Do 
not put my people into rigid formal structures, for to do this is to put them into a boat which 
will seem adequate and comfortable while the waters are calm, but will later become a 
place of death for those whose only experience has been to get in and enjoy the ride. 
 

The structure of my church is not to be like a ship, a monolithic whole, a structure created 
by men. It is to be my body, a thing which is completely mobile and flexible, able to respond 
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and adapt to the needs of the moment. A body will survive; but any structure created 
through the wisdom and efforts of man will prove to be like the ship which will sink in the 
time of trouble and pressure. Do not over-organise my people but teach them the ways of 
God; teach them the way of listening for the voice of my Spirit, and of spontaneous action in 
obedience to those promptings. 
 

Teach them not to rely upon men, or upon any form of organised structure, but teach them 
that each one must have his trust solely in me, the Head of the body, who alone has the 
wisdom to guide his people through the stormy waters. 
 

The days are coming when every item of your security which depends upon the ways of man 
and the structures of the world will be taken from you. No matter how hard you have 
laboured to build it up and no matter how much my people have asked me to bless it, it will 
all be like having placed your treasure in a bank which has suddenly closed its doors to you 
and will permit you no access. 
 

Teach my people, therefore, the way of walking on the water. Teach them in these days 
while the waters are yet calm to put their eyes upon me with a whole-hearted intensity, and 
to trust me implicitly in all matters, whether they seem great or small. 
 
As each member learns to recognise and obey the instructions of the Head, so all together 
will begin to be able to function as one body. 
 
This will never come about through human organisation, but only as they learn to walk 
continually under the direct leading of my Spirit. Your task is not to organise them but 
rather to teach them how to walk hand in hand with me. Consider what is written in my 
word and hold it close to your hearts. 
 

Thus it is written, “Cursed is the man who trusts in man and makes flesh his strength, whose 
heart departs from the Lord, for he shall be like a shrub in the desert, and shall not see when 
prosperity comes, but shall inhabit the parched places in the wilderness, in a salt land which 
is not inhabited. 
Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord, and whose hope is the Lord, for he shall be like a 
tree planted by the waters, which spreads out its roots by the river and will not fear when 
heat comes, but its leaf will be green; and will not be anxious in the year of drought, nor will 
cease from yielding fruit.” [Jeremiah 17:5-8] 
 

Let me teach you how to live and how to lead my people according to this word, in order 
that I may have a people who are able to walk upon the waters in the day of the storm." 
  
First given at a Prophetic Word Ministries team meeting, November 1994. 
 

Andrew Baguley 
Devon 2nd April 2020 

https://biblia.com/bible/niv/Jer%2017.5-8

